
6.15 Review
6.15.1 Key knowledge summary
6.2 Examining the evidence• In the late nineteenth century, newspapers are the only form of mass media; they now provide

historians with valuable sources.• Other useful sources include paintings, drawings, cartoons and sketches.• Cartoons can reveal a lot about popular attitudes and opinions.• Photography provides a new and different source of evidence in this period.

6.3 Towards democracy: Eureka and political rights• In 1851, gold is discovered in New South Wales and Victoria.• The Victorian gold rushes are extensive and hundreds of thousands of hopeful migrants come to
Australia.• The population in Victoria increases seven times and its economy grows significantly, transforming it
into one of the most famous places in the world.• The Victorian government imposes a heavy licence fee on every miner. It is hugely unpopular and
causes immediate protest.• There are three years of clashes over the licence fee and its collection by police, culminating in a
rebellion at Ballarat.• Miners erect a stockade at Eureka and swear allegiance to a new flag: the Southern Cross.• After three days of tension, troops and police attack the stockade, killing at least 27 miners. Six troops
also die.• As a result, the licence fee is abolished and replaced with a ‘miner’s right’ and an export duty on gold.

6.4 Whose Australia? Free selectors vs squatters• Selection acts are introduced to give ordinary people access to land and independence.• They fail as squatters use their wealth and education to work around the system.• This condemns many small landholders to lives of poverty on unproductive small plots of land.

6.5 An Australian legend• The Kellys are one of the many families struggling to survive on a selection in rural Victoria.• Ned Kelly becomes Australia’s last and most famous outlaw, enjoying popular support.• When Kelly kills three policemen at Stringybark Creek, he triggers a police hunt across Victoria and
New South Wales that lasts nearly two years.• A final confrontation at Glenrowan sees Kelly captured and the three other members of his gang killed,
two of them teenagers.• Kelly is sentenced to hang on 11 November 1880.

6.6 Marvellous Melbourne: a city giant• Many people from rural communities drift to major cities to improve their lives.• Many go to Melbourne, whose growth and splendour make the city world-famous.• Sustained economic growth of the 1890s and the substantial increase in population bring significant
development and business to the bustling and energetic city.• Wealthy residents parade their success and status on city streets and much of Melbourne is rebuilt in a
grand and decorative style.• However, the neglect of proper sewerage, petty crime and high rates of disease make city living
hazardous for some.

6.7 Working in cities and towns• Life is still very difficult for many ordinary city workers.• Factories are cramped and often uncomfortable or dangerous, working hours are long, and even large
numbers of children are employed for very low wages.
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• There is little security for the elderly or the sick.• Those who work as servants of the wealthier classes are particularly vulnerable, though a shortage of
domestic workers in the 1880s improves their bargaining power.• New technologies bring some changes in working patterns at this time, with more mechanised
processes and new clerical and administration jobs.• The introduction of electricity and telephones seems to herald a new age of living and working.

6.8 Trade unions and political parties• Trade unions are an increasingly important part of the Australian economy in the nineteenth century.• The eight-hour day is won by Melbourne’s building trades in 1856 and extended to many other
workers over the next 35 years.• A severe depression in the 1890s results in a series of great strikes in several of Australia’s major
industries.• Employers wish to hire non-union labour, to limit the unions’ power.• The unions fight to retain hard-won improvements to wages and conditions.• The shearers’ strike in Queensland in 1891 sees pastoralists try to cut wages, destroy unionism and
employ cheaper, often Chinese, labour.• They are supported by government troops and police who stand against unionists with machine guns.• Many unionists are arrested.• The Australian Labour Party is formed to represent workers’ interests in parliaments across Australia.

6.9 Nationalism and Australian identity• With the ideas of national identity and character being discussed in Europe, Australians also became
increasingly interested in the ‘Australian character’ and what being ‘Australian’ might mean.• Popular expressions in art and literature emphasise the qualities of the bush worker, struggling
heroically against the hardships of the Australian landscape.• Henry Lawson and A.B. (Banjo) Paterson become two of the more famous writers. They have their
poems and stories published in the radical magazine The Bulletin.• Australian painters reinforce similar ideas in their impressions of the Australian landscape and become
known as the Heidelberg School, named after one of their artist camps near Melbourne.• Such an endeavour is very exclusive, however, as women, Aboriginal peoples, non-European migrants
and city residents are largely ignored in these representations.

6.11 Voting rights for women• There is discussion about the type of nation Australia might be, as well as how democratic Australia
should be.• Women’s groups across Australia campaign for political representation, including the right to vote and
the right to stand for election.• Their broader aims include a variety of social, economic and political reforms that would make society
kinder, fairer and safer for all.• Women win the vote in South Australia in 1894, Western Australia in 1899, federal elections and New
South Wales in 1902, Tasmania in 1903, Queensland in 1905 and Victoria in 1908.

6.12 Federation• The road to becoming a nation through federation is a difficult one.• Initially it is motivated by concerns about defence and non-European immigration.• The discussion about the shape of an Australian federation becomes more widespread.• As the majority of Australia’s population is now native-born, with shared language, culture and British
heritage, it seems that a unity of states is inevitable.• Alfred Deakin and Isaac Isaacs are prominent leaders with a vision of Australia as a modern nation.• Practical and economic benefits are also important as a result of the severe depression of the 1890s.• After a series of conferences, conventions and referenda in every state, the Australian Constitution is
written and sent to Britain for approval.
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• A British Act of Parliament is passed, Queen Victoria gives her royal assent, and the Commonwealth
of Australia is born.

6.13 The early Commonwealth• The new Commonwealth Government sets about introducing a number of important reforms to
improve the lives of all Australians. These include: mechanisms to resolve industrial disputes, a
minimum wage, pensions for the old, injured or sick, and a maternity allowance.• The idea of a ‘working man’s paradise’ is popular but there are still many who endure poor living
conditions and low wages.• Australians also enjoy an increasing range of leisure and recreational pursuits.• One of the first laws passed by the federal government is the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901. It
aims to prevent non-European migrants from coming to Australia.• A reliance on Great Britain for defence is still seen as an essential part of Australia’s security.
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A timeline of Australia 1851–1913
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1854 

Thirty diggers are killed at the Eureka Stockade.

1877 

An Australian cricket team defeats the English team 

by 45 runs in the first test match to be played

internationally, giving rise to test cricket.

1883 

Premiers agree to the setting up of a federal 

council to work out a federal constitution.

1890 

The Great Strikes of the 1890s begin and 

continue to 1894.

1892

 Gold is discovered at Coolgardie in Western Australia.

1899 

Australian colonies send troops to the Boer War.

1901 

Commonwealth inauguration marks the birth of the 

nation.

Commonwealth Parliament opens in 

Melbourne and passes the Immigration 

Restriction Act.

1913 

The foundation stone of Canberra, 

the new national capital, is laid.

1907 

The basic wage is established.

1898 

The First Constitution Bill Referendum is held.

1894 

South Australia leads the way 

in granting women’s voting rights.

1891 

The Federal Convention in Sydney proposes

a constitution. Joseph Cook and other Labor

members of Parliament are elected in

New South Wales

1880 

The bushranger Ned Kelly is hanged in Melbourne.

1860–61 

The first free selection acts are passed

in Victoria and New South Wales.

  1856 

The principle of ‘one man, one vote’ 

is instituted in the parliaments of Victoria, 

New South Wales and South Australia.

1851 

Gold is discovered in Victoria, sparking one of the

world’s great gold rushes.
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6.15.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

6.15 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

Interactivity Australia (1750–1918) crossword (int-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
affiliated unions unions linked with other unions through a wider umbrella organisation
Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) the peak union organisation in Australia
British Dominion a self-governing territory belonging to the British Empire
bookkeeping keeping records of financial accounts
cesspits pits into which householders with no toilets could empty their waste, which was later collected by

workers known as nightmen
Crimean War war fought between Britain and its allies and Russia, 1853–56
deport to forcibly remove someone from a country
dummies people, secretly acting for squatters, who selected land and later sold it to the squatters
egalitarian believing in equality
federation movement of colonies to form a nation
grazing pasture to feed cows and sheep
impound to confiscate
minority government a government that has fewer than half the seats in a lower house of parliament
parliamentary representation the representation of people’s views and interests in Parliament through elected

delegates
peacocking buying up land around creeks and rivers to make the rest of the area useless to selectors
republicanism the belief that a country should be a republic (where the country has an elected or appointed

head of state), not a monarchy (where the head of state is a king or queen)
Shilling a unit of Australian currency until decimal currency was introduced. There were 12 pence to a shilling and

20 shillings to a pound.
socialism a political system in which governments control the economy to ensure greater equality
stockade a fortified enclosure
suffrage the right to vote
sweated labour workers exploited by being employed for long hours and low pay
tariff a duty charged on imports
telegraph device for sending messages over long distances
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